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Torsional selection rules, Raman tensors, and cross sections
for degenerate modes of C 2H6

J. M. Fernándeza) and S. Montero
Instituto de Estructura de la Materia, CSIC, Serrano 121, 28006 Madrid, Spain

~Received 14 October 2002; accepted 14 November 2002!

We analyze the peculiarities induced by the torsional motion on the Raman spectra of the degenerate
vibrational bands of ethane. Selection rules for the Raman transitions between the torsionally split
energy levels are derived first in terms of symmetry arguments. Then, their associated intensities are
calculated with a model for the torsional dependence of the molecular polarizability. New
experimental spectra of the Raman degenerate bands of C2H6 , some recorded in jet expansions, are
also included and analyzed to show the current state of the problem. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1535420#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ethane is a prototype molecule for the study of torsion
sort of internal motion of remarkable complexity. Unlike r
tation or vibration, the wave functions associated with t
sion cannot be described in terms of simple analytical fu
tions. Instead, Fourier series are required, often with a s
convergence. The torsional energy spectrum lacks from
regularities of the rigid rotor or harmonic oscillator approx
mations, and, in addition, the torsional periodic poten
leads to tunnel splittings. Consequently, the fine structure
the spectra of molecules with torsional degrees of freedom
far more complex than that of semirigid molecules.

Ethane has a ‘‘moderate’’~;1000 cm21! barrier to inter-
nal rotation. Thus, its torsional motion behaves, at low ex
tation, close to a vibrational mode. The torsional amplitu
however, increases rapidly with excitation, leading to
creasingly larger splittings of the torsional sublevels. Hen
the vibrational infrared and Raman spectra of fundame
bands look at low resolution similar to those of semirig
molecules, and can thus be interpreted to a first approxi
tion by means of a staggered molecular configuration ofD3d

symmetry. But, at resolution high enough to reveal the t
neling splittings, the theoretical methods of nonrigid m
ecules become necessary for the interpretation of the w
numbers and intensities of the rotation/torsional fine str
ture. In particular, the permutation-inversionG36

1 double
group is necessary to account for perturbations of torsio
nature which are allowed in floppy (G36

1 ) ethane but have no
equivalence in semirigid (D3d) ethane. For all these reason
the interpretation of the vibrational bands of ethane has p
gressed slowly compared to other semirigid molecules
similar size.

Among the 11 fundamental~genuine! vibrations of
C2H6 , just the two lowest frequency bands, the IR1–4

n9(E1d)5821.74 cm21, and the Raman4,5 n3(A1s)
5994.1108 cm21 bands have been so far analyzed in det
The IR bands n6(A4s)51379.163 cm21 and n8(E1d)

a!Electronic mail: jmfernandez@iem.cfmac.csic.es
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51471.634 cm21, although analyzed,6,7 show a number of
perturbations not yet accounted for satisfactorily. The hig
resolution IR spectra of n5(A4s)52895.67 cm21 and
n7(E1d)52985.39 cm21, partly assigned8 and analyzed,9–11

are strongly perturbed. The low-resolution Raman spectr
n10(E2d)52968.69 cm21 and n11(E2d)51468.1 cm21 have
been analyzed in the frame of a semirigid molecule mode12

and the extremely weak13 n12(E2d) fundamental has bee
reported at about 1196 cm21 without any further
interpretation.14,15 The high-resolution Raman spectra
the highly perturbed Fermi multiplet,nu52951.501/
2957.89 cm21 andn l52897.204 cm21, related to the funda-
mental n1(A1s), has been the subject of a prelimina
analysis.16 The remaining fundamental n2(A1s)
51397 cm21, though Raman allowed, is very weak and a
pears overlapped by the much stronger rotational structur
n11(E2d); its wave number is indirectly known from then2

2n3 difference band.17

In addition to these 11 fundamental bands, the torsio
combinations n111n4 and n121n4 have been partially
analyzed,6,18 and several other overtones, combinations, a
difference bands have been reported.8,15,19–23In turn, vibra-
tional intensities of ethane have received much less atten
Raman13,24 and IR intensities25 have been interpreted b
means of parametric descriptions and byab initio methods26

in the frame of a semirigid model.
Many spectral peculiarities of ethane related with t

torsional motion have been considered in the cited literatu
or in several relevant theoretical works.27–30 The torsional
Raman17,31 and IR32 spectra of ethane, including it
intensities,33 have been analyzed in detail. Other aspects,
the rotation–torsion–vibration Raman selection rules
ethanelike molecules,29 or the torsional dependence of R
man tensors, though recognized long ago,34 have not been
treated before in much detail. The main purpose of
present work is to show the peculiarities induced by the t
sional motion on the Raman spectra of the degenerate vi
tional bands of ethane. Eventually, we intend to tra
through the Raman intensities, the conceptual transition fr
D3d description of ethane to theG36

1 one. This leads to some
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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interesting relations between the intensities of degene
bands related by an arbritrary torsional excitation. Some n
experimental material is also included to illustrate the st
of the art of the problem.

II. THEORY

A. Raman cross sections and selection rules

The vibrational–torsional–rotational energy leve
of ethane will be denoted as (V,T,R), where V
5$v1v2v3v5v6v7

l 7v8
l 8v9

l 9v10
l 10v11

l 11v12
l 12% stands for the set of vi-

brational quantum numbers,T5$v4s% for the torsional
quantum numberv4 , and its symmetry labels5A1s , E3d ,
E3s , A3d for v45even, ors5A1d , E3s , E3d , A3s for v4

5odd; R5$Jk% are the symmetric top rotational quantu
numbers other thanm.

Under a 90° scattering geometry@X(MN)Z#, with MN
5YY, or MN5YX, the differential Raman cross section f
a transition between two vibrational–torsional–rotation
levels of ethane, of energiesEVTR and EV8T8R8 and wave
functionsuVTR& and uV8T8R8&, is given by

S ]s

]V D
uVTR&→uV8T8R8&

@X~MN!Z#

5S p

e0
D 2

~n02n!4
gVTRe2EVTR /kBQ

Z~Q!

3S
~VTR→V8T8R8!

@MN# , ~1!

expression valid under the usual conditions of nonreson
excitation of Raman scattering, assuming the gas samp
be in thermal equilibrium at the temperatureQ; e0

58.854 19•10212CV21 m21 is the permittivity of vacuum,
n0 the wave number of the exciting radiation,n5(EV8T8R8
2EVTR)/hc the wave number of the Raman shift, andgVTR

the statistical weight ofuVTR& due to nuclear spin degen
eracy;kB is Boltzmann’s constant,Z(Q) the partition func-
tion at the temperatureQ, and

S
~VTR→V8T8R8!

@MN#
5dMN

dJJ8dkk8
3

~2J11!^V8T8ua0
~0!uVT&2

1
31dMN

30
~2J11!~2J811!

3S J8 2 J

2k8 t kD
2

u^V8T8uat
~2!uVT&u2 ~2!

the scattering strength for the irreducible componentat
(,) of

the molecular polarizability tensor, witht5Dk5k82k.
Equations~1! and~2! hold for an exciting wave numbe

n0 far from resonant conditions. The molecular polarizabil
tensor may then be considered symmetric, and its spheric
irreducible componentsat

(,) in Eq. ~2! become

a0
~0!52~axx1ayy1azz!/A3,

a0
~2!5~2azz2axx2ayy!/A6,

~3!
a61

~2!57axz2 iayz ,

a62
~2!5~axx2ayy!/26 iaxy ,

when expressed in terms of the Cartesian elements.
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From Eq.~2! it can be noticed that rotational selectio
rules are determined by the nonvanishing conditions of
3- j symbol, while the vibrational and torsional selectio
rules come altogether from thêV8T8uat

(,)uVT& transition
moments. In semirigid molecules the elementsat

(,) depend
only on the normal coordinates,q, but in ethane they are
functions simultaneously of theq’s, and of the torsional co-
ordinateg, defined in Fig. 1. This difference has importa
consequences, for the resulting Raman selection rules ar
the same in theD3d point group~semirigid molecule! than in
the G36

1 double group~floppy molecule!.
The vibrational and torsional selection rules for theG36

1

group may be derived with aid of the power series expans

at
~, !~q,g!5~at

~, !!g1S ]at
~, !

]qi
D

g

qi1
1

2 S ]2at
~, !

]qi]qj
D

g

qiqj

1¯ , ~4!

in terms of the 3N27517 vibrational normal coordinate
~dimensionless! qi defined below. In Eq.~4! the convention
of summing over repeated subindices is implicit. The coe
cients (at

(,))g , (]at
(,)/]qi)g , and (]2at

(,)/]qi]qj )g , in the
power series are functions of the torsional angleg, a periodic
variable. They may thus be expressed as a Fourier serie
the generic form

~— !g5 (
n50

`

C~n! cosng1 (
n51

`

S~n! sinng. ~5!

Group theory establishes which coefficientsC(n) or S(n)

are nonzero by symmetry: For each particular derivative
the irreducible polarizability element, each term in the rig
hand side of Eq.~4! must have the same symmetry as t
left-hand side. This implies that

FIG. 1. Local axis system of the top (xt ,yt ,zt), frame (xf ,yf ,zf), and
molecular axis system (X,Y,Z) of ethane, and definition of torsional angleg
used in the present work.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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G~at
~, !~q,g!!5G~~at

~, !!g!

5GS S ]at
~, !

]qi
D

g
D ^ G~qi !

5GS S ]2at
~, !

]qi]qj
D

g
D ^ G~qiqj !. ~6!

The allowed symmetries of the left-hand side on Eq.~6! are
known from the character table27 of the group G36

1 :
G(a0

(0))5A1s , G(a0
(2))5A1s , G(a61

(2))5E2d , and G(a62
(2))

5E1s . In turn, the symmetries of the functions cosng and
sinng, required for the full exploitation of Eq.~6!, are given
in Table I. On the other hand, the symmetry of the 17 norm
coordinatesqi of C2H6 satisfies29

GVIB~qi !P3A1s% 2A4s% ~32m!~E1s% E2s!

% m~E1d% E2d!, ~7!

with m50, 1, 2, or 3, not fixeda priori by symmetry. With
these constraints in mind, the periodic functional depende
of (]at

(,)/]qi)g , and (]2at
(,)/]qi]qj )g on the torsional angle

is deduced from the symmetry compatibility Eq.~6!. The
result is summarized in Table II.

The degenerate vibrations of ethanelike molecules
be seen to occur into ‘‘pairs’’ of analog motions,35 close in
frequency; in C2H6 they are: the two asymmetric CH stretc
ings n7 andn10, the two asymmetric HCH bendingsn8 and
n11, and the two methyl rockingsn9 andn12. One compo-
nent of each pair is IR active and the other is Raman ac
in a semirigid model. Actually, the two components of t

TABLE I. Symmetry of periodic functionsf (g) @n mod 6# in G36
1 .

f (g) G f (g) G

cosg E3d sing E3d

cos 2g E3s sin 2g E3s

cos 3g A1d sin 3g A3d

cos 4g E3s sin 4g E3s

cos 5g E3d sin 5g E3d

cos 6g A1s sin 6g A3s
Downloaded 24 Jan 2003 to 161.111.20.5. Redistribution subject to AI
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pair are combinations of degenerate vibrations of top a
frame, one symmetric and the other antisymmetric with
spect to the interchange of the two halves of the molecu

It must be emphasized here that the symmetry of
degenerate normal coordinates of ethane cannot be d
mined unambiguously on the sole basis of symmetry ar
ments, a peculiarity of molecules with internal rotation. T
choice between (E1d% E2d) and (E1s% E2s) in Eq. ~7! de-
pends on the vibrational potential function36 or, to be more
precise, on the way it changes with the torsional angle. Fr
the analysis of the subtle torsional splittings of the IR-act
fundamentals of C2H6 , theG36

1 symmetries

G~q7!5G~q8!5G~q9!5E1d ,
~8!

G~q10!5G~q11!5G~q12!5E2d ,

have been proposed37 for the six degenerate normal coord
nates of C2H6 . These symmetries will be used througho
this paper.

Substituting the power series expansion~4! into Eq. ~2!,
and taking account of Table II, the vibrational–torsional s
lection rules are obtained from the condition

^V8T8uat
~, !uVT&Þ0,

if G~ uVT&) ^ G~at
~, !! ^ G~ uV8T8&){A1s . ~9!

The resulting 32 vibrational–torsional–rotational selecti
rules for Raman transitions involving degenerate modes,
an arbritrary number of torsional excitation, are summariz
in Table III. The transition patterns emerging from these
lection rules are intricate and do not seem amenable to
ther simplification. Indeed, the actual transition patterns
still more involved due to thezz–Coriolis splitting of the
double degenerate vibrational levels.

Figure 2 displays the scheme of rotation–torsional
ergy levels for degenerate vibrational states ofE1d andE2d

symmetry, and arbitrary torsional excitations. For eve
vibrational–torsional–rotational energy level~solid lines!,
the following symmetries are given: symmetry of the to
sional wave functionGTOR in the left column, symmetry of
the rotational wave functionGROT on the bottom line, and
of the
TABLE II. Torsional dependence of the first and second derivatives of the irreducible components
molecular polarizability tensor of ethane with respect to the normal coordinatesqi .

Sym
G(qi)

Polarizability
1st derivative

Sym
G(qiqj )

Polarizability
2nd derivative

A1s (]a0
(0)/]qi)g}cos 6ng A1s (]2a0

(0)/]qi]qj )g}cos 6ng
A1s (]a0

(2)/]qi)g}cos 6ng A1s (]2a0
(2)/]qi]qj )g}cos 6ng

A3s (]2a0
(0)/]qi]qj )g}sin 6ng

A3s (]2a0
(2)/]qi]qj )g}sin 6ng

E1d (]a61
(2)/]qi)g}sin 6ng E1d (]2a61

(2)/]qi]qj )g}sin 6ng
E1d (]a62

(2)/]qi)g}cos(6n13)g E1d (]2a62
(2)/]qi]qj )g}cos(6n13)g

E2d (]a61
(2)/]qi)g}cos 6ng E2d (]2a61

(2)/]qi]qj )g}cos 6ng
E2d (]a62

(2)/]qi)g}sin(6n13)g E2d (]2a62
(2)/]qi]qj )g}sin(6n13)g

E1s (]a61
(2)/]qi)g}sin(6n13)g E1s (]2a61

(2)/]qi]qj )g}sin(6n13)g
E1s (]a62

(2)/]qi)g}cos 6ng E1s (]2a62
(2)/]qi]qj )g}cos 6ng

E2s (]a61
(2)/]qi)g}cos(6n13)g E2s (]2a61

(2)/]qi]qj )g}cos(6n13)g
E2s (]a62

(2)/]qi)g}sin 6ng E2s (]2a62
(2)/]qi]qj )g}sin 6ng

n50,1,2,...
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE III. Raman selection rules forDv i51 vibrational–torsional–rotational transitionsuv i50,v4s&→uv i

51,v48s8& of C2H6 , involving a degenerate normal coordinateqi of symmetryG(qi), and arbritrary torsional
excitationsv4 andv48 ; DJ50, 61, 62 for all transitions; (]at

(,)/]qi)g is the polarizability component respon
sible for the Raman intensity, with its torsional dependence and symmetry inG36

1 indicated in squared brackets
e5even, o5odd parity.

G(qi) (]at
(,)/]q)g Dk v4→v48 s→s8 Num

E1d (]a61
(2)/]q)g 61 e e E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d 1

@sin 6ng# o e E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d ; A3s→A1s ; A1d→A3d 2
@A3s# e o E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d ; A1s→A3s ; A3d→A1d 3

o o E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d 4
(]a62

(2)/]q)g 62 e e E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s 5
@cos(6n13)g# o e E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s ; A3s→A3d ; A1d→A1s 6

@A1d# e o E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s ; A3d→A3s ; A1s→A1d 7
o o E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s 8

E2d (]a61
(2)/]q)g 61 e e E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d ; A1s→A1s ; A3d→A3d 9

@cos 6ng# o e E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d 10
@A1s# e o E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d 11

o o E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d ; A3s→A3s ; A1d→A1d 12
(]a62

(2)/]q)g 62 e e E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s ; A1s→A3d ; A3d→A1s 13
@sin(6n13)g# o e E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s 14

@A3d# e o E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s 15
o o E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s ; A3s→A1d ; A1d→A3s 16

E1s (]a61
(2)/]q)g 61 e e E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s ; A1s→A3d ; A3d→A1s 17

@sin(6n13)g# o e E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s 18
@A3d# e o E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s 19

o o E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s ; A3s→A1d ; A1d→A3s 20
(]a62

(2)/]q)g 62 e e E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d ; A1s→A1s ; A3d→A3d 21
@cos 6ng# o e E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d 22

@A1s# e o E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d 23
o o E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d ; A3s→A3s ; A1d→A1d 24

E2s (]a61
(2)/]q)g 61 e e E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s 25

@cos(6n13)g# o e E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s ; A3s→A3d ; A1d→A1s 26
@A1d# e o E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s ; A3d→A3s ; A1s→A1d 27

o o E3s→E3d ; E3d→E3s 28
(]a62

(2)/]q)g 62 e e E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d 29
@sin 6ng# o e E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d ; A3s→A1s ; A1d→A3d 30

@A3s# e o E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d ; A1s→A3s ; A3d→A1d 31
o o E3s→E3s ; E3d→E3d 32
ve
al
t
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r-

er

e

-
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l

the
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y
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ate
sors
symmetry of the total vibrational–torsional–rotational wa
function GVTR on top of each level, along with its statistic
weight ~in parentheses! for 12C2H6 . Dotted lines represen
nonacceptable combinations of rotational and torsional w
functions, and are depicted only to show the staggering
torsional levels for different parities ofk.

It should be noticed that the same four schemes of Fi
would occur if the symmetry of the pair of vibrational coo
dinates wereE1s1E2s instead ofE1d1E2d , but rearranged
this way: ~a! E1s , v45even; ~b! E1s , v45odd; ~c! E2s ,
v45even; and~d! E2s , v45odd; i.e., the even/odd charact
of v4 is reversed in going from aEd vibrational symmetry to
a Es one. Thus, in practical terms, the main difference b
tween anE1s1E2s pair and anE1d1E2d one is the ordering
of the torsional splittings. This property was used37 in the IR
spectrum to determine the symmetry inG36

1 of the 6 degen-
erate vibrations of C2H6 .

In Fig. 3, theDk561 andDk562 Raman active tran
sitions of a fundamental band ofE2d symmetry are shown. I
can be noticed in Fig. 3~a! that Dk561 transitions always
connect states with thesame torsionalwave functions. Thus
an 2003 to 161.111.20.5. Redistribution subject to AI
e
of

2

-

the torsional splitting of a vibrotational transition is thedif-
ference of the torsional splittings of the initial and fina
states. On the contrary, in Fig. 3~b!, theDk562 transitions
connect the lower component of the torsional manifold in
initial state with the upper one in the final; thus, the torsion
splitting of the transition is thesumof the torsional splittings
of the involved vibrational states. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! dis-
play, respectively, the selection rules number 9 and 13
Table III.

B. Torsional-dependent Raman tensors

The selection rules on Table III state whether a particu
vibrational–torsional–rotational transition is allowed b
symmetry, but do not provide any clue about the expec
intensity. According to Eqs.~1!–~4!, this information can
only be deduced from the quantities (at

(,))g for transitions
within the same vibrational state, from (]at

(,)/]qi)g for a
fundamental transition, and from (]2at

(,)/]qi]qj )g , for an
overtone or combination transition. A procedure to calcul
the first derivatives of the torsional-dependent Raman ten
is described next.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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For convenience, the problem of obtaining the numeri
values of (]at

(,)/]qi)g’s will be carried out in two steps
First, the derivatives (]at

(,)/]S)g will be obtained with re-
spect to a set of symmetry coordinatesS. Subsequently, thes
derivatives will be transformed into the (]at

(,)/]qi)g’s by
means of the vibrational eigenvector transformation
scribed below.

1. Raman tensors in symmetry coordinates
representation

For the purpose of modeling the molecular polarizabil
tensor~a! of ethane, we shall consider it as the sum of t
contributions from two identical fragments of local symm

FIG. 2. Rotational–torsional level scheme of ethane for a degenerate v
tional level of symmetryGv ib . The ordering of the1, and2, components
of the z-Coriolis splitting shown here is forzz.0; for zz,0 this order is
reversed. For the notation of vibrational–torsional–rotational energy le
and z-Coriolis splittings, see the text. These schemes also hold for vi
tional symmetriesE1s and E2s with the following correspondence:~a!
Gv ib5E1s , v45even; ~b! Gv ib5E1s , v45odd; ~c! Gv ib5E2s , v45even;
~d! Gv ib5E2s , v45odd.
Downloaded 24 Jan 2003 to 161.111.20.5. Redistribution subject to AI
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e

try C3v . One fragment~t! stands for thetop of the molecule,
and the other~f!, for the frame. This additivity may be ex-
pressed as

a5Tt
1a tTt1T f

1a fT f , ~10!

wherea t and a f are the polarizability tensors of the frag
ments, referred to their local axis systems (xt ,yt ,zt) and
(xf ,yf ,zf), shown in Fig. 1;Tt andT f , defined as

Tt5S cosg sing 0

2sing cosg 0

0 0 1
D ,

~11!

T f5S cosg 2sing 0

2sing 2cosg 0

0 0 21
D ,

ra-

ls
-

FIG. 3. Raman transitions from the ground to aGv ib5E2d vibrational state.
~a! Dk561 transitions; ~b! Dk562 transitions. For the notation o
vibrational–torsional–rotational energy levels andz-Coriolis splittings see
the text and caption to Fig. 2.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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are the direction cosines matrices between the local axis
tems of the fragments top and frame, and the molecule fi
system (X,Y,Z). It should be noted that orientation of th
local axis systems used here~Fig. 1! differs from that used in
the literature29,30,36in order to preserve formally the equiva
lence of the tensorial properties of the two fragments, l
the polarizability.

The derivatives of the molecular polarizability with re
spect to the symmetry coordinatesSof Table IV may then be
expressed as

]a

]S
5Tt

1
]a t

]S
Tt1T f

1
]a f

]S
T f . ~12!

For the present purpose,]a t /]S and ]a f /]S must be ex-
pressed in terms of the internal coordinat
(r tx ,r ty ,r f x ,r f y), (a tx ,a ty ,a f x ,a f y), (b tx ,b ty ,b f x ,b f y) of
the two fragments of the molecule, defined at the bottom
Table IV. For instance, for the derivatives of the polarizab
ity of the fragment ‘‘top’’ with respect to any of the symme
try coordinatesS7a , S7b , S10a , or S10b , which depend on
the C–H stretching coordinatesr’s, we have

]a t

]S
5

]a t

]r tx

]r tx

]S
1

]a t

]r ty

]r ty

]S
1

]a t

]r f x

]r f x

]S
1

]a t

]r f y

]r f y

]S
,

~13!

and similar expressions for the derivatives]a f /]S of the
fragment ‘‘frame.’’ The last two terms in Eq.~13! mixing the
derivative of the top with a coordinate of the frame may
neglected because they are expected to be very small.
pressions analogous to that in Eq.~13! hold for the frame and
for the other symmetry coordinates of Table IV depending
the H–C–Hbendings~a’s!, and on the H–C–Cbendings
~b’s!.

The internal coordinatesr t j ’s, a t j ’s, b t j ’s and r f j ’s,
a f j ’s, b f j ’s, with j 5x,y, defined at the bottom of Table IV
have been chosen in such a way that they are well-orie

TABLE IV. Symmetry coordinates for degenerate modes of ethanea
51 Å is a length scaling factor.

S7a(E1d)5(1/A2)@(crtx2srty)1(cr f x2srf y)#
S7b(E1d)5(1/A2)@(srtx1crty)2(srf x1cr f y)#
S8a(E1d)5(1/A2)@(ca tx2sa ty)1(ca f x2sa f y)#
S8b(E1d)5(1/A2)@(sa tx1ca ty)2(sa f x1ca f y)#
S9a(E1d)5(1/A2)@(cb tx2sb ty)1(cb f x2sb f y)#
S9b(E1d)5(1/A2)@(sb tx1cb ty)2(sb f x1cb f y)#

S10a(E2d)5(1/A2)@(srtx1crty)1(srf x1cr f y)#
S10b(E2d)5(1/A2)@(2crtx1srty)1(cr f x2srf y)#
S11a(E2d)5(1/A2)@(sa tx1ca ty)1(sa f x1ca f y)#
S11b(E2d)5(1/A2)@(2ca tx1sa ty)1(ca f x2sa f y)#
S12a(E2d)5(1/A2)@(sb tx1cb ty)1(sb f x1cb f y)#
S12b(E2d)5(1/A2)@(2cb tx1sb ty)1(cb f x2sb f y)#

c5cosg, s5sing

r tx5(1/A6)(2dr 12dr 22dr 3) r ty5(1/A2)(dr 22dr 3)
r f x5(1/A6)(2dr 42dr 52dr 6) r f y5(1/A2)(dr 52dr 6)
a tx5(a/A6)(2da12da22da3) a ty5(a/A2)(da22da3)
a f x5(a/A6)(2da42da52da6) a f y5(a/A2)(da52da6)
b tx5(a/A6)(2db12db22db3) b ty5(a/A2)(db22db3)
b f x5(a/A6)(2db42db52db6) b f y5(a/A2)(db52db6)

dr i5C–Hi stretching;da i5Hj – C–Hk bending;db i5C–C–Hi bending
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pairs of degenerateE-symmetry coordinates in the methy
groups. Thus, the local Raman tensors for the top and fra
methyl groups are

]a t

]r tx
5

]a f

]r f x
5S dr 0 er

0 2dr 0

er 0 0
D , ~14!

]a t

]r ty
5

]a f

]r f y
5S 0 2dr 0

2dr 0 er

0 er 0
D , ~15!

for the stretching coordinates, and similar ones for the be
ing coordinates,a t j ’s, b t j ’s anda f j ’s, b f j ’s defined in Table
IV, replacingr by a, or by b.

Introducing the coefficients of the symmetry coordina
Si of Table IV into Eqs.~13!–~15!, the Raman tensors for th
whole molecule

]a

]Sja~E1d!
5A2S dh cos 3g 0 0

0 2dh cos 3g 0

0 0 0
D ,

~16!

]a

]Sjb~E1d!
5A2S 0 2dh cos 3g 0

2dh cos 3g 0 0

0 0 0
D ,

]a

]Sla~E2d!
5A2S dh sin 3g 0 0

0 2dh sin 3g eh

0 eh 0
D ,

~17!

]a

]Slb~E2d!
5A2S 0 2dh sin 3g 2eh

2dh sin 3g 0 0

2eh 0 0
D

are obtained in terms of the torsional angle and of the e
mentsdh andeh of the methyl group. The subindexh stands
for r, a, or b, depending on the internal valence coordina
involved in each particular symmetry coordinate.

It can be verified that at staggered configurations@g
5(2n11)p/6, with n50,1,2,...], the symmetry propertie
of the Raman tensors are those of the degenerate spec
D3d point group. At the eclipsed configurations (g
52np/6, with n50,1,2,...), the symmetry is as inD3h point
group.

2. Raman tensors in normal coordinates
representation

Symmetry coordinatesSi and dimensionless normal co
ordinatesqj are related by

Sir5Li j qj r , ~18!

whereLi j are elements of the vibrational eigenvectorL ma-
trix. Consequently, the derivatives of the molecular polar
ability are related in the form

]a

]qir
5L ji

]a

]Sj r
. ~19!
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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For the degenerate coordinates of C2H6 indices i and j run
from 7 to 12. Indexr5a,b stands for the two components o
a degenerate pair.

Bunker29,36 has discussed the vibrationalGF problem
for ethanelike molecules. According to his descriptio
-

tu
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symmetry coordinates,L matrix, and normal coordinate
of non-rigid ethane, depend on the torsional angle.
particular, the L matrix consists of four~333! blocks
of A1s or A3s symmetry expressable as Fourier series in
form
S S7r~E1d!

S8r~E1d!

S9r~E1d!

S10r~E2d!

S11r~E2d!

S12r~E2d!

D 5S ~~333!A1s! ~~333!A3s!

Li j 1(
n

l i j
~n! cos 6ng (

n
l i j
~n! sin 6ng

~~333!A3s! ~333!A1s)

(
n

l i j
~n! sin 6ng Li j 1(

n
l i j
~n! cos 6ng

D S q7r~E1d!

q8r~E1d!

q9r~E1d!

q10r~E2d!

q11r~E2d!

q12r~E2d!

D . ~20!
be
of
-
cted

rms
g

-

qs.

of
the
V.
The constant termsLi j are known fromab initio calculations
and empirical force fields38 with a reasonably degree of con
fidence. On the contrary, the termsl i j

(n) are not known so far.
In ethane they are expected to be one order of magni
smaller than the correspondingLi j ’s, or even smaller, by vir-
tue of the relatively high torsional barrier. Setting Eqs.~16!
and~17! into Eq. ~19!, and taking into account Eq.~20!, the
following nonzero Cartesian components of theg-dependent
Raman tensors are obtained:

~i! E1d normal modesqir5q7r ,q8r ,q9r , with r5a,b

]axx

]qia
52

]ayy

]qia

52
]axy

]qib

5Mi cos 3g1(
n

f i
~n! cos~6n13!g, ~21!

]ayz

]qia
52

]axz

]qib
5(

n
gi

~n! sin 6ng, ~22!

with

Mi5A2~L7idr1L8ida1L9idb!. ~23!

~ii ! E2d normal modes qir5q10r ,q11r ,q12r , with
r5a,b

]axx

]qia
52

]ayy

]qia

52
]axy

]qib

5Ni sin 3g1(
n

f i
~n! sin~6n13!g, ~24!

]ayz

]qia
52

]axz

]qib
5Pi1(

n
gi

~n! cos 6ng, ~25!

with
de

Ni5A2~L10idr1L11ida1L12idb!, ~26!

Pi5A2~L10ier1L11iea1L12ieb!, ~27!

determined by the constant terms of theL matrix and the
polarizability parameters of the methyl group. As can
checked from the definition of the irreducible components
the polarizability in Eq.~3!, the resulting torsional depen
dence of the Raman tensors is consistent with that predi
on the sole basis of symmetry~Table II!.

In Eqs.~21! to ~25!, the coefficientsf i
(n) andgi

(n) depend
on the elementsl i j

(n) of the g-dependentL-matrix @Eq. ~20!#.
In C2H6 they are expected to be much smaller than the te
Mi , Ni , and Pi , and will be neglected in the forthcomin
discussion. The following derivatives of the irreducible com
ponents are then obtained:

~iii ! E1d normal modes qir5q7r , q8r , q9r , with
r5a,b

S ]a61
~2!

]qir
D

g

.0, ~28!

S ]a62
~2!

]qia
D

g

56 i S ]a62
~2!

]qib
D

g

.Mi cos 3g. ~29!

~iv! E2d normal modesqir5q10r , q11r , q12r , with
r5a,b

i S ]a61
~2!

]qia
D

g

56S ]a61
~2!

]qib
D

g

.Pi , ~30!

S ]a62
~2!

]qia
D

g

56 i S ]a62
~2!

]qib
D

g

.Ni sin 3g. ~31!

Due to the torsional dependence of the quantities of E
~28!–~31!, the transition moments^v4sucos 6guv48s8&,
^v4susin 6guv48s8&, ^v4sucos 3guv48s8&, and
^v4susin 3guv48s8&, are also needed for the interpretation
the Raman intensities. A summary of those relevant for
analysis of the spectra discussed below is given in Table
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE V. Transition momentŝv4su f (g)uv48s8& of C2H6 . Average value over the various torsional symm
tries ~s,s8!, with the largest deviation from average value indicated in parenthesis.

^v4su f (g)uv48s8& ~s,s8!

^0sucos 6gu0s&520.847 5~0! (A1s ,A1s), (E3d ,E3d), (E3s ,E3s), (A3d ,A3d)
^1sucos 6gu1s&520.537 4~16! (A1d ,A1d), (E3s ,E3s), (E3d ,E3d), (A3s ,A3s)
^2sucos 6gu2s&520.209 7~218! (A1s ,A1s), (E3d ,E3d), (E3s ,E3s), (A3d ,A3d)
u^0sucos 6gu2s&u50.198 9~9! (A1s ,A1s), (E3d ,E3d), (E3s ,E3s), (A3d ,A3d)
u^0susin 3gu0s8&u50.959 4~0! (A1s ,A3d), (E3d ,E3s)
u^1susin 3gu1s8&u50.870 1~0! (A1d ,A3s), (E3s ,E3d)
u^2susin 3gu2s8&u50.756 3~4! (A1s ,A3d), (E3d ,E3s)
u^0susin 3gu2s8&u50.057 3~1! (A1s ,A3d), (E3d ,E3s), (E3s ,E3d), (A3d ,A1s)
u^0susin 3gu1s8&u50.000 2~0! (E3s ,E3d), (E3d ,E3s)
u^1susin 3gu2s8&u50.005 6~0! (E3s ,E3d), (E3d ,E3s)
u^2susin 3gu3s8&u50.069 5~0! (E3s ,E3d), (E3d ,E3s)
u^0sucos 3gu1s8&u50.275 6~0! (A1s ,A1d), (E3d ,E3s), (E3s ,E3d), (A3d ,A3s)
u^1sucos 3gu2s8&u50.391 6~1! (A1d ,A1s), (E3s ,E3d), (E3d ,E3s), (A3s ,A3d)
u^2sucos 3gu3s8&u50.482 6~80! (A1s ,A1d), (E3d ,E3s), (E3s ,E3d), (A3d ,A3s)
u^0sucos 3gu0s8&u50.000 03~0! (E3s ,E3d)
u^1sucos 3gu1s8&u50.001 4~0! (E3s ,E3d)
u^2sucos 3gu2s8&u50.023 6~0! (E3s ,E3d)
u^0susin 6gu1s8&u50.483 3~3! (A1s ,A3s), (E3d ,E3d), (E3s ,E3s), (A3d ,A1d)
u^1susin 6gu2s8&u50.576 0~56! (A1d ,A3d), (E3s ,E3s), (E3d ,E3d), (A3s ,A1s)
u^2susin 6gu3s8&u50.544 9~375! (A1s ,A3s), (E3d ,E3d), (E3s ,E3s), (A3d ,A1d)
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They have been calculated from the torsional wave functi
uv4s&, obtained by numerical diagonalization of the to
sional Hamiltonian

HT52A
]2

]g2 1
V3

2
~11cos 6g!1

V6

2
~12cos 12g!,

~32!

in the basis of the free rotor functionsuL&5N 21 exp(iLg),
following the procedure of Ref. 17.

At this point it is worth discussing the symmetry pro
erties of the torsional-dependent Raman tensors, in orde
trace the conceptual transition fromD3d to G36

1 . Raman ac-
tive degenerate vibrations of C2H6 , and the polarizability
componentsa61

(2) and a62
(2) , belong to theEg species in

D3d ,27 so that two series of transitionsDk561 and Dk
562 are expected in the spectrum, each series with an
tensity given by an independent component (]a61

(2)/]q)2 and
(]a62

(2)/]q)2, whose ratio is constant for a given band. O
the contrary,a61

(2) anda62
(2) transform like different degener

ate representations (E2d andE1s) in G36
1 ,27 so that the selec

tion rules for a given degenerate vibrational band of eth
are apparentlyDk561 or Dk562, but not both, depending
on whether the vibration belongs to theE2d or E1s species of
G36

1 . As a matter of fact, the analysis ofn10 and n11 by
Lepardet al.12 showed that both series of sub-branchesDk
561 andDk562 were present in the spectrum of the
two bands.

This apparent contradiction is overcome when the t
sional dependence of the Raman tensors is taken into
count. For a (E1d,E2d) pair of normal modes, several con
clusions can be drawn from Eqs.~28! to ~31!. First, the only
constant term~i.e., independent fromg! is that ofa61

(2) of the
E2d symmetry. This is the meaning to be attributed to t
notation in the Character Table ofG36

1 , as given in Ref. 27.
The Dk562 transitions, that seemed to be ‘‘lost’’ in goin
from theD3d to G36

1 descriptions of ethane, become allow
an 2003 to 161.111.20.5. Redistribution subject to AI
s

to

n-

e

r-
c-

e

by means of the term in sin 3g. And theE1d modes, which,
according to the Character Table ofG36

1 , were active in IR
but not in Raman, become allowed in Raman with rotatio
selection rulesDk561 andDk562, through the terms in
sin 6g and cos 3g. The terms ing mean that these transition
involve a simultaneous change in the torsional state, but
cause of the different symmetry of theg functions, these
torsional transitions are different for theE2d modes than for
the E1d , as can be checked with the transition moments
Table V: in theE2d case, they implyDv450, but connect
A1s↔A3d , A3s↔A1d , andE3s↔E3d , i.e., there is a change
in the torsional wave function butwithin the same torsiona
quantum numberv4 ; on the contrary, in theE1d case, they
necessarily convey aDv4561 change, thus becoming a
lowed in the form of a torsional combination or differenc
band, (n6n4), as expected in theD3d description.

Furthermore, according to the model for the torsion
dependence of the Raman tensors just described, the in
sity of thea62

(2) component of anEg mode inD3d is ‘‘split’’
into theE1d ~IR! and theE2d ~Raman! modes inG36

1 . Thus,
we can look at this situation in terms of the IR modes ‘‘bo
rowing’’ some intensity from the Raman ones when the t
sional motion departs from a small amplitude vibration. Th
poses a relation between the intensity of a Raman degen
vibrational band and the combination or difference of its
counterpart with the torsional mode, that can be used
check the applicability of the model.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Instrumentation

The Raman spectra shown below have been recor
with a high-sensitivity instrument.39 It is equipped with a low
noise CCD detector~5123512 pixels, 19319 mm2 pixel
size! refrigerated by liquid N2 , and a computer controlled
scanning/data acquisition system which allows spectral ac
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Then10 Raman band of gaseous ethane.@YX# scattering geometry excited with 1.0 W~1multipass! at 514.5 nm. Average of 10 scans in;3 h total
acquisition time, using 50mm[0.40 cm21 spectral slit. CCD binning: 13256 pixels.
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and
mulation without loss of resolution. The detection thresh
is about 1 ppm, referred to a gas at standard temperature
pressure, using 1 W excitingcw-laser power at 514.5 nm
The spectral resolution of the instrument is on the order
0.2 cm21.

The large sample chamber of 42342324 cm3, manufac-
tured in aluminum, and blackened inside to reduce stray
diation, allows recording two sorts of Raman spectra

~i! from gases under supersonic jet conditions, in
temperature range 5,T,100 K, and

~ii ! from static gases in the pressure range 0.1,P
,200 kPa.

The first sort of spectra can just be recorded for intense
man bands, due to the signal limitation imposed by the
efaction proper of supersonic expansions. In the present c
among the degenerate bands of C2H6 , only n10 andn11 are
intense enough to be recorded under expansion condition
a wide thermal range. In order to extend this range down
the lowest temperatures, besides pure C2H6 ~Air Liquide,
99.4% stated purity!, mixtures of 50%, 20%, and 5% o
C2H6 in He were expanded through a nozzle of diameterD
5300mm, under stagnation temperature of 295 K and pr
sure of 100 kPa.

The other bands investigated, namelyn12, n71n4 , n8

1n4 , n111n12, andn812n42n9 , are at least two orders o
magnitude weaker thann10, and were not amenable to ob
servation under supersonic expansion. Their Raman spe
were recorded at a pressure of 10 kPa in order to reduce
pressure broadening.

Wave numbers were calibrated either with emision lin
of Ne, or with theS(1) Raman line of O2 at 1570.53 cm21.40

The estimated accuracy is60.1 cm21.
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B. n10„E2d…, n11„E2d…, and n12„E2d… fundamental bands

The Raman spectra ofn10 andn11 bands of ethane were
investigated in some detail in the prelaser era:12 they were
recorded photographically with an exposure time of about
h, at a sample pressure of one atmosphere. In the pre
spectrum ofn10, a large number of rotation–vibration line
were overlapped by the strongQ branches ofnu at 2954
cm21, and of n l at 2898 cm21, of the Fermi resonance o
n1 .16 The prelaser spectrum ofn11 was somewhat better.

In spite of the relatively modest signal-to-noise rat
and of the low resolution caused by pressure broadenin
rather complete analysis of the spectra ofn10 and n11 was
accomplished.12 However, doubts remained about the vibr
tional origin of both bands, which could be misassigned
61 unit of the quantum numberk. Further, the ratio of tran-
sition moments

Ri5S ^VTuS ]a62
~2!

]qir
D

g

qiruV8T8&

^VTuS ]a61
~2!

]qir
D

g

qiruV8T8&
D 2

5S Ni

Pi
D 2

u^Tusin 3guT8&u2, ~33!

~referred to in Ref. 12 asC62 :C61) was defined in the
frame of aD3d point group, i.e., ommitting the angular de
pendence ing; prelaser values ofRi were not expected to be
determined accurately neither forn10, nor forn11, due to the
low signal-to-noise ratio of the photographically record
spectra.

We report here then10 andn11 bands recorded with im-
proved experimental conditions: at room temperature
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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pressure of 10 kPa, and under supersonic expansion, at
peratures ranging from;100 K down to 13 K. The low
temperature spectra were aimed to remove any ambig
about the band origin.

Some representative spectra ofn10 are shown in Fig. 4
~room temperature! and Fig. 5~13 K!. The spectrum in Fig.
4 was recorded under 90° scattering geometryX@YX#Z in
order to avoid the overlapping of the much more inten
nondegenerate bands. It can be noticed in Fig. 4 the comp
elimination of the strongly polarized componentsnu

TABLE VI. Molecular constants of selected vibrational states of12C2H6 .

State Ref. state Ref.

n7(E1d)52985.39 cm21 9 n10(E2d)52968.4860.1 cm21 a
A752.682 cm21 9 A1052.712 860.002 cm21 a
B750.663 10 cm21 9 B1050.664 760.000 3 cm21 a
z7

z50.128 9 z10
z 50.21960.002 a

R1050.660.2 a

n8(E1d)51471.634 cm21 6 n11(E2d)51468.460.1 cm21 a
A852.656 02 cm21 6 A1152.657 560.001 cm21 a
B850.664 667 cm21 6 B1150.666 660.000 5 cm21 a
z8

z520.302 5 6 z11
z 520.334 39 18

R1150.3560.15 a

n9(E1d)5821.722 44 cm21 2 n12(E2d)51196.960.2 cm21 a
A952.678 900 8 cm21 2 A125(2.669 52) cm21 b
B950.661 744 3 cm21 2 B125(0.663 027 4) cm21 b
z9

z50.259 334 7 2 z12
z 50.40760.01 a

R12>3 a

Ground state Torsion
A052.669 52 cm21 37 n45289 cm21 17
B050.663 027 4 cm21 33 A452.674 5 cm21 41
DJ51.031 7431026 cm21 2 B450.660 501 1 cm21 33
DJk52.660 431026 cm21 2
Dk59.4431026 cm21 38

aPresent work.
bGround state value.

FIG. 5. The n10 Raman band of jet-expanded ethane~5% in He!, at x
55D51.5 mm from nozzle and 105 Pa stagnation pressure.@YY#1@YX#
scattering geometry excited with 2.0 W at 514.5 nm. Average of 2 scan
10 min total acquisition time, using 100mm[0.80 cm21 spectral slit. CCD
binning: 33256 pixels.
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52954 cm21 andn l52898 cm21 of the Fermi resonance in
volving n1 . Some assignments of prominent peaks are in
cated in Figs. 4 and 5, calculated from the analysis descr
next.

The Raman spectra ofn10 in Figs. 4 and 5, plus other a
intermediate temperatures~46 and 79 K!, were simulated us-
ing Eq. ~2! for the intensities, and the expresion

EVR~n lJk!5vv1BvJ~J11!1~Av2Bv!k21Av~zv
zl !2

22Avzv
zkl2DJ~J~J11!!2

2DJkJ~J11!k22DKk4, ~34!

for the energies of the rotation–vibration levels. This sim
lation allowed some molecular constants of the band to
fitted to the experimental spectrum. The results are show
Table VI.

As shown in Fig. 5, a reasonably good simulation of t
spectrum ofn10 at a temperature ofT513 K is possible on
the basis of the parameters of Table VI. At temperatu
above 50 K, the population of levels involving higherJ val-
ues becomes dominant and the simulation becomes po
with evidence of local perturbations. Nonetheless, it w
possible to obtain theA10, B10, andz10

z constants from fits
of the low temperature spectra, and to confirm unambi
ously the band origin. Our analysis, summarized in Table
~rows for n10) largely confirms that of Lepardet al.12

From the ratioR1050.660.2, defined in Eq.~33!, jointly
with the absolute cross section13 of n10, one obtains the nu-
merical values of the main coefficients of the Raman tens
defined in Eqs.~24! and ~25!

uN10u5~0.16660.017!310240 C m2 V21,
~35!uP10u5~0.19860.02!310240 C m2 V21.

The n10, n11, and n12 bands obey the selection rule
number 9 and 13 of Table III, shown in detail in Fig 3. Th
expected torsional splittings cannot be resolved under
present experimental conditions. However, the~unperturbed!

FIG. 6. High resolution torsional splitting patterns for torsional–rotation
Raman transitions from ground to anGv ib5E2d degenerate vibrational state
~a! Dk562; ~b! Dk561. For each transition, symmetries of initial and fin
torsional wave functions, rotational quantum numberk ~mod 6! of initial
state, and relative intensity due to nuclear spin weight are given.

in
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FIG. 7. Then11 Raman band of gaseous ethane.@YY#1@YX# scattering geometry excited with 1.0 W~1multipass! at 514.5 nm. Average of 10 scans in;2.5
h total acquisition time, using 50mm[0.52 cm21 spectral slit. CCD binning: 13256 pixels.
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high resolution pattern can be predicted with the aid of Fi
2 and 3. As shown in Fig. 6~a!, the transitionsJ, k→J8, k
62 are expected to consist of torsional doublets separate
approximately 6X50.011 cm21, with the ratio of intensities
and the ordering of the splitting components depending
the quantum numberk of the initial level of the transition.
On the contrary, forJ, k→J8, k61 transitions, the torsiona
splittings are expected to be much smaller, just due to
difference of the effective torsional barrier between t
ground and the vibrational leveln10. Thus, the order shown
in Fig. 6~b! is uncertain, and could be globally reverse
Rotational and torsional perturbations can modify this p
tern, even lifting theA1 /A2 or E3 /E4 degeneracies in Fig. 3
In particular, the Coriolis perturbation ofn10 by the nearby
n1 fundamental can be expected through thez1,10

xy term.
The Raman spectra ofn11 are shown in Fig. 7~room

temperature! and Fig. 8~23 K!. These and other spectra
intermediate temperatures were analyzed in a similar wa
n10, just discussed. The results are included in Table
From the fits it was possible to determine the band origin
the rotational constantsA11 and B11; z11

z was fixed at the
value from the analysis of the IR combination18 n111n4 .
From R1150.3460.15, jointly with the absolute cros
section13 of n11, one obtains

uN11u5~0.06060.01!310240 C m2 V21,
~36!

uP11u5~0.09760.015!310240 C m2 V21.

Some assignments of prominent peaks, calculated f
the molecular constants of Table VI are indicated in Figs
and 8: positions ofQK sub-branches and the result of ac
dental piling up ofRSK(J) transitions with the same value o
(J12K). Due to the negative sign of the Coriolisz11

z con-
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stant, it should be noticed that the order of the1 l and 2 l
components of the energy levels ofn11 is reversed with re-
spect to Figs. 2 and 3.

The Raman spectrum in the region of then12 band is
shown in Fig. 9. For then12 band, barely investigated before
present analysis provides strong evidence that its prev
assignment13,15 was not correct. As shown in Fig. 9, th
broad peak atn.1190 cm21 previously assigned asn12,
turns out to be completely polarized. Thus, it cannot be
signed to a degenerate fundamental band. It may be b
assigned to the difference band (n812n4)2n9 , analyzed

FIG. 8. Then11 Raman band of jet-expanded ethane~20% in He!, at 5D
51.5 mm from nozzle and 1 bar stagnation pressure.@YY#1@YX# scatter-
ing geometry, excited with 1.5 W~1multipass! at 514.5 nm. Average of 5
scans in 25 min total acquisition time, using 100mm[1.03 cm21 spectral
slit. CCD binning: 33256 pixels.
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below in some detail. The actualn12 band is the broad un
derlying structure seen in Fig. 9~b! with average spacing o
D510.22 cm21 between consecutive peaks. This spacing
consistent with that of theOQK andSQK sub-branches for a
Coriolis constant of 0.40, close to the valuez12

z 50.4063
derived6 from the analysis of the IR spectrum ofn121n4 .
From the fit to the experimental spectrum shown in Fig. 9~b!
the z12

z constant and the band origin were obtained, as
ported in Table VI. However, due to the extremely low i
tensity ofn12, and the overlapping of the broad feature ce
tered at;1190 cm21, it is not possible from present spect
to determine unambiguously the band origin. We propos

n1251196.960.2 cm21~6n3D!, ~37!

with n50, or 1, or 2.
The cross section ofn12 is estimated to be about on

fourth of the very small value reported earlier.13 This im-
poses ontouN12u and uP12u the constraint

0.857uN12u21uP12u2<0.000 171310280 C2 m4 V22.
~38!

With the aid of Eqs.~26!–~27!, and of theL matrix of
the vibrational force field of ethane,38 the quantitiesuNi u and
uPi u, for i 510, 11, 12, can be reduced to the parametersdr ,
er , da , ea , db , andeb of the methyl group tensors, define
in Eqs. ~14!, ~15!, and analogous ones. The parameters
tained are udr u51.0760.1, uer u51.2760.1, udau<0.25,
ueau<0.30, udbu<0.14, uebu<0.16, in units of
10230C m V21. The following values have been derive
from ab initio calculations:26 dr50.717, er50.742, da

FIG. 9. Raman spectrum of gaseous ethane in the region of then12 band.~a!
and~b! experimental, excited with 2 W~1multipass! at 514.5 nm, using 300
mm[3.2 cm21 spectral slit; scattering geometry:~a! @YY#; ~b! @YX#, total
acquisition time: 30 min each, CCD binning: 83256 pixels.~c! simulated
n12 band withR125`. ~d! simulated (n812n4)2n9 band.~e! sum of 4/3~c!
1~d!.
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520.129, ea50.181, db520.055, andeb50.116, in the
same units. From this analysis, it turns out that over 90%
the Raman intensity of then11 band arises from the C–H
stretching coordinateS10 in the q11 normal mode.

C. n7„E1d…¿n4 , n8„E1d…¿n4 , and n9„E1d…¿n4
vibration–torsion combination bands

The theoretical model described in Sec. II provides
lection rules and Raman tensors for transitions to any deg
erate vibrational state in C2H6 involving an arbitrary number
of torsional quanta. These Raman tensors are also d
mined by the six quantitiesdr , er , da , ea , db , eb of the
methyl group, defined in Eqs.~14! and ~15!, whose numeri-
cal values were given above.

The Raman tensors for the normal coordinatesq7 , q8 ,
and q9 of E1d vibrational symmetry are largely determine
by the quantitiesM7 , M8 , andM9 , respectively, defined in
Eq. ~23!. Their numerical values areuM7u50.16660.017,
uM8u50.07360.014, and uM9u<0.024, in units of
10240C m2 V21, as calculated from theLi j coefficients de-
rived from the empirical force field of ethane.38

All n71n4 , n81n4 , andn91n4 combination bands are
permitted in the Raman spectrum, and, according to Ta
III, obey the torsional selection rules No. 3 and 7. Howev
from Eq. ~28!, the Dk561 transitions should have almos
zero intensity. Hence, thePQK and RQK peaks should be
nearly missing, and only theOQK andSQK peak series would
be observed. The Raman cross section associated with
Dk562 transitions is determined by the quantitiesM7 ,
M8 , andM9 given above, along with the square of the to
sional transition moment̂0sucos 3gu1s8& given in Table V.

On this basis, we obtain forn7(E1d)1n4 a cross section
that is 0.035 of the nearbyn10(E2d) band. In Fig. 10, the
Raman spectrum of ethane in the region 3100–3450 cm21 is
shown. The dominant feature is a series of sharp peaks
an average spacing ofD58.74 cm21. This spacing matches
well with the spacingD58.71 calculated forn71n4 from9

FIG. 10. Raman spectrum of gaseous ethane in the region of then71n4

band. @YY#1@YX# scattering geometry excited with 2 W1multipass at
514.5 nm. Average of 9 scans in;4 h total acquisition time, using 100
mm[0.76 cm21 spectral slit. CCD binning: 33256 pixels.~1! and ~2! ten-
tatively assigned as 2n212n4 andn312n12 , respectively.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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z7
z50.128. In Fig. 10, the simulated spectrum ofn71n4 ,

resulting from a fit to the experimental spectrum, is a
shown. The following molecular constants forn71n4 are
determined from the fit:

n71n453256.5560.04 cm21, ~39!

zz~n71n4!50.11260.003, ~40!

A~n71n4!2A050.01760.003 cm21. ~41!

This origin is, however, uncertain by6D or 62D, due to the
low signal to noise ratio of the experimental spectrum.
thus conclude that this band may be attributed ton7(E1d)
1n4 , instead of the previously proposed assignment as
SSK of n10 band,15 or as theSSK of n1 band.42 The experi-
mental intensity forn7(E1d)1n4 appears to be somewha
weaker than predicted, but the determination of the base
is uncertain.

By the same token, the counterpart bandn8(E1d)1n4 ,
with the same symmetry characteristics asn7(E1d)1n4 ,
should be expected around 1760 cm21. However, it should
be still weaker thann7(E1d)1n4 , by about one order o
magnitude, since its intensity is given by (M8)2, which is
smaller than (M7)2. Indeed, such a band has been reporte15

tentatively assigned as 3n41n9 , 2n41n12, or n41n8 ~the
quotation in the original,15 n41n9 , is thought to be a mis-
print!. Though the signal-to-noise ratio is not very good, t
average spacing between consecutiveO,SQK branches, of
about15 7 cm21, is more consistent with the assignment
n8(E1d)1n4 band. Then9(E1d)1n4 band, with estimated
origin at about1111 cm21, should be still much weaker the
the previous bands due to the very small value ofM9 .

The corresponding torsional hot bands, with origins
n7(E1d)2n4.2696, n8(E1d)2n4.1182, andn9(E1d)2n4

.533 cm21, should display a similar structure ofO,SQK

branches as their counterpart combination bands discu
above, with intensities weaker by a population factorF
5exp(2hcn4 /kBQ)50.24 at room temperature. According
Table III, the selection rules for these bands are 2 and 6

D. n11„E2d…¿n12„E2d… combination band

In Fig. 11, the Raman spectrum of ethane in the reg
2500–2750 cm21 is shown. Then11(E2d)1n12(E2d) band,
expected in this region, has three components: (n11

1n12)A1s
and (n111n12)E1s

, which are Raman active, an
the inactive one (n111n12)A2s

. The (n111n12)A1s
component

is expected to have a sharp and very weakQ branch24 that
may be tentatively assigned in Fig. 11 as the peak~2! at
about 2661 cm21.

Though Table III refers to selection rules of fundame
tals with arbitrary torsional quanta, it also applies to ov
tones and combinations by replacing the first derivative
the polarizability by the second derivative of the same sy
metry, according to Table II. So (n111n12)E1s

obeys selec-
tion rules 17 and 21. In principle, one can expect for (n11

1n12)E1s
a set ofO,SQK branches, its intensity originatin

from a nearly constant derivative]2a62
(2) /]q11]q12, and an-

other set of P,RQK branches due to a modulated ter
]2a61

(2) /]q11]q12 with g dependence of the form sin(6n
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13)g. The observed average spacing of 7.48 cm21 is consis-
tent with the predicted one,D57.64 cm21, for the O,SQK

branches for an effectivezz52(z11
z 1z12

z )520.0726, from
the values of Table VI. In Fig. 11, the simulated spectrum
(n111n12)E1s

, resulting from a fit to the experimental spe
trum, is also shown. The following molecular constants
determined from the fit:

~n111n12!E1s
52658.2960.05 cm21, ~42!

zz~n111n12!E1s
520.08160.003. ~43!

As in the case ofn71n4 , the origin of (n111n12)E1s
could

be misassigned by6D or 62D. The previous assignment15

as theOOK band ofn10 does not appear to be consistent w
the present analysis.

E. n8„E1d…¿2n4Àn9„E1d… difference band

In Fig. 9 the very weak—and strongly polarized—ba
centered at;1190 cm21 is shown. This band, previousl
assigned13,15 asn12, instead seems to correspond to a tran
tion between two vibrational states of symmetryE1d , n9

→(n812n4). If so, it owes its intensity chiefly to the term
]a0

(0)/]q8]q9 , and thus obeys the rotational selection ru
DJ50, Dk50, and D l 50, and the torsional rulesA1s

→A1s , E3d→E3d , E3s→E3s , and A3d→A3d . The reason
why this Q branch is unusually broad is the combined effe
of large Coriolis constants,z8

z.20.30 in the final level and
z9

z50.259 334 in the initial level, with opposite signs. Th
causes a splitting between consecutiveQQK branches of
about

D52Auz8
z2z9

zu.3 cm21. ~44!

In Fig. 12 the Raman transitions are shown between
zz-Coriolis split energy levels, with their torsional splitting
and statistical weights. A fit of a simulated spectrum to t
experimental one yielded the following constants:

FIG. 11. Raman spectrum of gaseous ethane in the region of then111n12

band. @YY#1@YX# scattering geometry excited with 2 W1multipass at
514.5 nm. Average of 10 scans in;2.5 h total acquisition time, using 100
mm[0.85 cm21 spectral slit. CCD binning: 33256 pixels.~1! and ~2! ten-
tatively assigned asn312n9 and (n111n12)(A1s), respectively.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~n812n4!52014.0860.3 cm21, ~45!

zz~n812n4!520.09960.008. ~46!

The simulated spectrum compares reasonably well with
experimental one, as shown in Fig. 9.

In addition, eachQQK branch should be split into on
‘‘ A’’ and one ‘‘E’’ sub-branch, due to the large torsional spl
ting expected for the final state (n812n4) with two quanta
of torsional excitation. Assuming a torsional behavior inn8

like in the ground vibrational state, the splitting betweenA/E
components is;3.9 cm21, and would be noticeable even i
the low resolution spectrum of Fig. 9. However, in the sim
lation of Fig. 9 no torsional splitting was included, which
an indication that in the combination state (n812n4) it is
smaller than expected.

There is some evidence in the literature that the torsio
motion in degenerate vibrational states in ethanelike m
ecules is not as simple as in nondegenerate states. From
analysis18 of the IR combination (n111n4), the torsional
splitting in that state was found smaller than with the sa
torsional excitation in the ground vibrational state, and t
was attributed to an increased barrier in the torsional po
tial. This problem has been treated in some detail by di La
et al.43,35 In particular, they showed that the torsional spl
ting in those degenerate states is the combined effect o
torsional motion itself plus the interaction between pairs
degenerate vibrations from top and frame fragments.
torsional splitting is especially sensitive to those interactio
when the Corioliszz constant is close to20.5, the value
where the torsional splitting tends to zero and changes s
going from E1d /E2d description to aE1s /E2s one. Then8

and n11 modes~HCH bendings! have zz constant;20.3.
Thus, they conclude43,35 that the observed small splitting i

FIG. 12. Raman transitions for then9→(n812n4) band. For the notation of
vibrational–torsional–rotational energy levels andz-Coriolis splittings see
the text and caption to Fig. 2.
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(n111n4) does not necessarily require an increase of
barrier, but can be due to the top/frame vibrational inter
tions, and the same can be said of the torsional combinat
n81nn4 . This also could be the reason for the large chan
in the Corioliszz constant inn8 from the fundamental state
~20.3025! to two quanta torsional excitation~20.099!. It
must be stressed that the Corioliszz constants in ethane pos
an unsolved question, as recognized time ago,44 since they
do not satisfy the sum rule

(
Eg ,Eu

z i
z5B/2A, ~47!

for molecules with internal rotation.29,45

F. n7„E1d…, n8„E1d…, and n9„E1d… fundamental bands

Finally, the strong IR perpendicular bandsn7 , n8 , and
n9 , deserve some comment. Contrary to what is expec
from a superficial reading of the symmetry properties of
polarizability tensor in the character table ofG36

1 group,27 the
fundamental bandsn7 , n8 , andn9 of ethane, of symmetry
E1d , are Raman active according to selection rules numb
and 5 in Table III. However, the intensity of theDk562
transitions, though depending on the non-neglegible coe
cients M7 , M8 , and M9 in Eq. ~29!, are weighted with
the square of the very small transition momen
^0E3sucos 3gu0E3d&, given in Table V. On the other hand, th
Dk561 transitions are missing since transition mome
^v4susin 6guv4s& are zero by symmetry.

In summary, n7(E1d), n8(E1d), and n9(E1d) bands,
though permitted by symmetry in the Raman spectrum
floppy ethane, may be expected to be exceedingly weak
deed, no evidence of these bands has been found unde
present experimental conditions. But, this is not the c
when the torsional potential barrier is much smaller, like
CH3CCCH3, as commented below.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown the detailed selection rules for
Raman-active transitions in C2H6 from the ground state to a
degenerate vibrational state, and between two degenerat
brational states. In both cases, a complex structure of
rotational–torsional energy levels is involved. The Ram
spectra of some bands of C2H6 concerning these transition
have been recorded with probably the best sensitivity av
able today. Spectra are reported for the three fundame
bandsn10, n11, andn12, plus the degenerate combination
n71n4 , (n81n11)(E), and the difference (n812n4)2n9

involving two degenerate states.
In the case of the intensen10 andn11 bands, spectra hav

been also recorded at temperatures in the range 13–80
supersonic expansions of both pure C2H6 and mixtures with
He. From these cold spectra the band origins have been
ambiguously determined, as well as several molecular c
stants. The combinationsn71n4 and (n81n11)(E) have
been assigned for the first time on the basis of the spacin
the prominentO,SQK peaks, and the Corioliszz constants
determined. The analysis of the region of then12 fundamen-
tal band have allowed to measure thez12

z constant, to date
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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only indirectly known from the IR combinationn121n4 .
However, the strongest feature in this region has been sh
to be (n812n4)2n9 , a ~difference! totally symmetric band
between two degenerate vibrational states, one of them
two quanta of torsional excitation.

Though current resolution has not been enough to re
the efect of the torsional splittings in the recorded spec
the theoretical background explained in the first part of
present paper will become essential to interpret higher re
lution Raman spectra of the degenerate bands of ethan
an analog way to those of the totally symmetricn3 and ‘‘
n11resonances’’ bands.5,16 In the case of (n812n4)2n9 ,
the lack of these splittings, for a state with two quanta
torsional excitation, is a somewhat unexpected result. T
together with previous evidence from the literature, sugge
strongly that the torsional motion in the degenerate vib
tional states is more complex than in nondegenerate sta

The introduction of a torsionally dependent polarizab
ity tensor allows one to reconcile the apparent contradic
of the Raman activity of the degenerate modes in going fr
D3d to G36

1 symmetry groups: theG36
1 ~floppy! model of

ethane, a more accurate description, seemed to lose one
ponent of the degenerate Raman vibrations in ethane, w
the actual spectra show basically ‘‘D3d-like’’ bands, i.e.,
whith two components. The operator responsible for the l
component has a sin 3g torsional dependence; in turn, the I
active vibrations become Raman allowed through opera
with torsional dependences of the form sin 6g and cos 3g.
This also allows one to trace a conceptual transition from
D3d description to aG36

1 one, through the Raman intensity o
the degenerate modes: in ethane, where the torsional po
tial barrier is moderately high, the transition moments of
torsionally dependent operators between torsional le
within the potential well are.1 if Dv450 for the Raman
modes, while for the IR modes they are;0 whenDv450
and become only significantly different from 0 whenDv4

561. As a result of the floppiness, part of the intensity
the Dk562 component ofD3d ethane ‘‘leaks’’ into the IR
vibration ~appropriately combined with a change in the to
sional excitation!; the lower the barrier the greater the inte
sity transfer. In the limit case ofD3h eclipsed ethane, all the
Raman intensity of theDk562 component occur with the
E1d ‘‘IR’’ mode.

A similar effect can be conceived for the IR intensit
through the torsional dependence of the dipole moment,
in this case no intensity is transferred from theE1d IR-active
mode to theE2d Raman-active one~to the same level of
approximation!. For the E1d vibration the dipole momen
m61

(1) has a constant term plus a cos 6g dependence, while fo
the E2d vibration it has a sin 6g modulation. This leads to a
transition moment that vanishes by symmetry for theDv4

50 transitions, and no intensity will be observed in the
spectrum for transitions to the levels of the Raman fun
mental bands. Actually, to our knowledge, no weak abso
tion in the IR spectrum of C2H6 have been observed tha
could be attributed to the Raman modesn10, n11, or n12.
The Raman-active vibrations become allowed in the IR
the form of combinations or differences with the torsion, b
in this case the intensity comes from higher order terms,
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equivalent to thegi ’s in Eqs. ~22! and ~25!, and thus no
straightforward relation between the intensity of the IR fu
damental band and that of the Raman combination can
derived.

Finally, it is also interesting to comment briefly on th
case when the torsional motion is almost free, like in di
ethylacetylene. This problem was already studied by Bun
and di Lauro,46 though from a different point of view. This
situation can be considered as intermediate between the
limiting cases of staggered (D3d) and eclipsed (D3h) models
of ethane. Being closer to a free rotation than to a torsio
oscillation, the transition moments in Table V of the torsion
operators responsible for the Raman intensity are not
clearly defined~close to 0 or 1 depending on the value
Dv4) as in ethane, but a lot of them will be significant
different from 0, independently ofDv4 . The intensity of the
Dk562 Raman transitions is expected to be split, in co
parable amounts, between the twoE1d andE2d modes, and
theE1d IR-active mode will be observed in the Raman spe
trum ~though with different rotational selection rules than
the IR!, mixed with the close-lyingE2d Raman-active mode
As a result, the high resolution Raman spectrum
dimethylacetylene46 is far more complex than in ethane.
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